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Cosmic Microwave Background
• Dominant component of current radiation energy
• Snapshot at 380,000 yrs after Big Bang (z~1100,T~0.1eV)

(nγ ~ 410 / cm3, nν ~ 340 / cm3, nB ~ 2.5×10−7 / cm3 )
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COBE
Launched on Nov. 1989 on a Delta
rocket.
DIRBE: Measured the absolute sky
brightness in the 1-240 μm
wavelength range, to search for the
Infrared Background

ΔT/T=10-3

FIRAS: Measured the spectrum of the
CMB, finding it to be an almost perfect
blackbody with T0 = 2.725 ± 0.002 K
DMR: Found “anisotropies” in the
CMB for the first time, at a level of 1
part in 105

2006
Nobel
prize in
physics

ΔT/T=10-5

(seeds structure
formation of the Universe)

Credit: NASA
Observational Cosmology
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The&Nobel&Prize&&
in&Physics&1978&

The&Nobel&Prize&&
in&Physics&2006&
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&
&&John&C.&Mather

"for&their&discovery&of&&
cosmic&microwave&&
background&radiaDon"&

COBE(launched 1989), WMAP(2001), Planck(2009)

"for&their&discovery&of&the&&
blackbody&form&and&anisotropy&&
of&the&cosmic&microwave&&
background&radiaDon"&

Robert&Wilson&

7 degree resolution

x 35 x 2.5 better

George&F.&Smoot&
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4. CMB&spectral&distorDon&
5. CMB&PolarizaDon&

Figure by S. Dodelson

6. MaZer&power&spectrum&and&Baryon&AcousDc&OscillaDons&
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Power spectrum: primary anisotropies

SachscWolf&eﬀect

Horizon&size&at&LSS&(z~1100)~2&degrees&(ell&~200)&

Power spectrum: primary anisotropies

Acoustic
peaks

CMB&Photons&get&redshieed&

Sachs-Wolfe
plateau

Acoustic
peaks
Sachs-Wolfe
plateau

Observational Cosmology

4π
SWE : Cl ~
25

Damping
tail

∞

∫
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Damping
tail
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The primordial power spectrum PR (k) = A 2 k n−1
n = 1 for the scale invaraint (Harrison-Zel'dovich) power spectrum
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Acoustic Oscillations
Harmonic&oscillaDon&of&baryoncphoton&ﬂuid.&
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How&do&the&CMB&power&spectrum&get&aﬀected&by&the&cosmological&parameters?&

Baryons&falls&into&gravitaDonal&potenDal&well&against&the&radiaDon&pressure&&&

Power spectrum: primary anisotropies

Temperature&ﬂuctuaDons&at&the&boZom&of&potenDal&well&
ts” from compression
and “cold spots” from
be a harmonic series of peaks associated
lations.
compress&only&
once&before&
recombinaDon&

(ﬁgures&from&W.&Hu)

Power spectrum: primary anisotropies

Acoustic
peaks

compress&and&rarefy&&

f these peaks is determined by the size of the
ing (i.e xo the angular distance to the last
S))

Sachs-Wolfe
plateau

Acoustic
peaks

Damping
tail
Sachs-Wolfe
plateau

Damping
tail

p://background.uchicago.edu/~whu/physics/tour.html

(NB:&In&CMB&literature,&"baryons"&include&electrons,&e.g.&"photoncbaryon&ﬂuid")&
Observational Cosmology
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diffusion
• Photon
Which way the
peaks
move?(Silk
photon plasma

•

damping) suppresses fluctuations in the baryon-

Recombination does not happen instantaneously and photons execute a
Damping&tail&which are shorter
random walk during it. Perturbations with wavelengths
than the photon mean free path are damped (the hot and cold parts mix
Last&scaZering&not&instantaneous:&~&10Mpc,Δz&~&80&&
up)
Thickness
of the LSS is
comparable
to the
oscillation
scales

This is same as a low-resolution
instrument blurs all the details!

baryon&loading&

radiaDon&driving&

FluctuaDons&with&the&wave&length&comparable&
to&photon&mean&free&path&are&damped&

Power falls off

Hu&Dodelson

Silk&damping&(photon&diﬀusion)&at&ell&above&about&2000&
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Credit: Wayne Hu
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cExercise:&what&are&the&eﬀects&of&massive&neutrinos&on&primary&CMB?&

cExercise:&what&are&the&eﬀects&of&neutrinos&on&&CMB?&

Early ISW effect

∑ mν =1×1.2 eV
∑ mν =3×0.4 eV
∑ mν =0 eV

cExercise:&calculate&the&sound&horizon&at&z=1100&&&
(the&distance&traveled&by&the&sound&wave&csdt)&

Current constraints
CMB alone:

∑ mν <1.2 eV

(95

ΛCDM + neutrino mas
(7 parameters)
Komatsu et al. [WMAP7]
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∑ mν <1.3 eV

(95

cExercise:&calculate&the&sound&horizon&at&z=1100:&&distance&traveled&by&the&sound&wave&csdt&

L
Δθ = S ~ 0.8!
DA

LS

DA

&distance&traveled&by&the&sound&wave&csdt&

=

Reminder:&Angular&diameter&distance&dA&
In&the&ﬂat&Universe,&it&is&just&the&physical&distance.&
dA&involves&the&integral&of&1/H(z).&

Δθ
LS ~ cS (= c / 3)t(zR ≈ 1100) ~ 100kpc

This&horizon&scale&gets&stretched&to&~100&Mpc&today&(~100kpc*1100)&

tR
0

cS
(1+ z)H 0

ΩR (1+ z)4 + ΩM (1+ z)3 + ΩΛ + (1− Ω0 )(1+ z)2

∫

∞
zR





The early universe is an acoustic
cavity where the photon-baryon
fluid can oscillate due to
r
restoring forces
of / h)
θcompeting
~ s , rs =150Mpc(~
100Mpc
d A pressure from the
radiation
photons vs. gravitational
compression from the matter

S

1+z

1+z

0

1

CMB&and&BAO&
&
1. CMB&big&picture&

W.&Hu

Since you get “hot spots” from compression
and “cold spots” from
Sound&horizon:&the&distance&that&sound&can&
travel&in&baryoncphoton&ﬂuid&&
rarefraction, there will be a harmonic
series of peaks associated
with the acoustic oscillations.

Harmonic&oscillaDon&of&baryoncphoton&ﬂuid.&
Photon&oscillaDon&c>&CMB&
The
scale of the first of these peaks is determined by the size of the
horizon
at the decoupling (i.e xo the angular distance to the last
Baryon&oscillaDon&c>&BAO&imprinted&into&maZer

2.&&&CMB&features&&
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&
3.&&&&Phase&coherence&
4. CMB&spectral&distorDon&
5. CMB&PolarizaDon&
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scattering surface (LSS))
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See Wayne Hu’s tutorial http://background.uchicago.edu/~whu/physics/tour.html
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Physics of Acoustic Oscillations
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Cosmic&Coherence

FIGURE 5. Modes corresponding to the same two wavelengths (First Peak and First Trough) as in
Fig. 4, but this time with initial phases scrambled. The anisotropies at the angular scales corresponding to
these wavelengths would have identical rms’s if the phases were random.

have all undergone half an oscillation, so their sign simply changes. Similarly, all modes
corresponding to “First Trough” have gone through 3/4 of an oscillation3; since they all
are cosine modes and cos(3π /2) = 0, all have zero amplitude at recombination (right
panel).
Contrast this with the situation one might otherwise expect, random phases, as depicted in Fig. 5. If the phases were truly random, so that both the sine and cosine modes
were excited, then at recombination, there would not be any difference at all between the
rms amplitudes of the First Peak and First Trough wavenumbers. So we would not see
a sequence of peaks and troughs in the anisotropy spectrum today. We would see simply a flat spectrum with no features. If not for inflation, we would see a flat spectrum.
How else could the phases have been set well before the modes of interest entered the
horizon?
FIGURE 4. The evolution of an infinite number of modes all with the same wavelength. Left panel
Therefore, when we look at the anisotropy spectrum recently measured by WMAP [8]
shows the wavelength corresponding to the first peak, right to the first trough. Although the amplitudes of
and
we see
the modes
first and
second
peaks
andsince
troughs
very
clearly
(Fig.
6),thewe
areonreally
all these
different
differ
from one
another,
they start
with
the same
phase,
ones
the left
Kenji&Kadota(CTPU,&IBS) observing
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inflation
doing
work of coordinating
allatFourier
modes.
all reach maximum
amplitude
atthe
recombination;
the ones on thethe
rightphases
all go toof
zero
recombination.
Without this coherence, there would be no peaks and troughs.

q!! = q

q!! = −q

Figure 7: The phase space trajectories for an upside-down harmonic oscillator
are depicted in the left panel. Any region of phase space will be squeezed
along the diagonal line as the system evolves (i.e. the circle gets squeezed into
the ellipse) . For a right-side-up harmonic oscillator paths in the phase space
2 the
2 circle gives the phase of oscillation.
are circles, and angular position on
Perturbations in the early universe Sexhibit first squeezing and then oscillatory
behavior, and any initial phase space region will emerge into the oscillatory
epoch in a form something like the dotted “cigar” due to the earlier squeezing.
In this way the early period of squeezing fixes the phase of oscillation.

δ!! − c ∇ δ = F

Kenji&Kadota(CTPU,&IBS)

To understand this, consider Fig. 3 which shows the evolution of four Fourier modes
2
4. POLARIZATION
in the time leading up to recombination
. The mode with the largest wavelength cannot
be affected by causal physics so its amplitude remains constant. Smaller scale modes
The
panel
Figure and
6 shows
the cross-correlation
between
the temperature
and
havebottom
entered
the of
horizon,
so have
begun their acoustic
oscillations.
The smaller
polarization
anisotropies.
Thisthecross-correlation
was entered
first detected
by the DASI
experithe wavelength
of a mode,
earlier it will have
the horizon,
and the
more
ment
in late 2002
our measurements
are much
establishedof
oscillations
it will[13],
have so
undergone
by the timeofofpolarization
recombination.
Thus, less
the amplitude
than
those labeled
of temperature.
Yet the
WMAP at
results
already areand
a crucial
part to
ofsee
thelarge
cothe mode
“First Peak”
is maximal
recombination,
we expect
herence
argument
for inflation.
The peaks
and this
troughs
in the(roughly
anisotropy
spectrum
are
anisotropies
on angular
scales which
subtend
distance
a degree).
Theallmode
on
angular
scales
smaller
a degree
> 200);time
all though,
of theseand
scales
were within
the
labeled
“First
Trough”
hasthan
oscillated
for(la longer
its amplitude
is zero
at recombination. Therefore, we expect very small anisotropies on the corresponding
angular scales. And on it goes, a succession of peaks and troughs present not because
3 You might expect the mode which has gone through 1/4 of a full oscillation to be the first trough.
no excitations are allowed at the frequencies in the troughs (as is the case for the guitar
However, there are other effects (the dipole and the Integrated Sachs-Wolfe effect) which fill in this trough.
string). Rather, perturbations are present at all wavelengths, but we happen to see only
some of them, depending on the phase of the oscillation at recombination.
It is now very important to remember that there are many, many modes with nearly
identical wavenumbers. Think of the number of arrows that can point from the center of
a sphere to a fixed radius, keeping in mind that two arrows can be placed infinitesimally
close to each other. In fact, since the universe is effectively infinite, there are an infinite
number of modes for any wavenumber. All of these get excited during inflation and we
must sum over all of them to compute the anisotropy amplitude at a given scale. Thus,
when I drew the single line corresponding to the “First Peak” mode in Fig. 3, this was
really shorthand for an infinite number of modes all with different amplitudes, as in
Fig. 4. The amplitudes may differ, but as Fig. 4 shows, the phases are all the same. All
modes enter the horizon with constant amplitude. Thus, all modes with the “First Peak”
wavenumber have maximal amplitude (left panel in the figure) at recombination: they
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2

After recombination, photons freestream though the universe, so we see their distribution today as it was
at the time of recombination.

5. CMB&PolarizaDon&

6. MaZer&power&spectrum&and&Baryon&AcousDc&OscillaDons&
Credit: NASA
Observational Cosmology
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Compton y and chemical potential (µ) distortions

‘Late’ Energy Release (z ≤ 50000)
‘Late’ Energy Release (z ≤ 50000)
 y-type spectral distortion
 y-type spectral distortion

Thermal&equilibrium:&&
Chemical&equilibrium:&CreaDon&and&destrucDon&of&photons&
KineDc&equilibrium:&Energy&distribuDon&by&scaZering&&
&
RadiaDve&(double)&Compton&scaZering:& e + γ ↔ e + γ + γ
Bremsstrahlung:&&&
e + N ↔ e + N +γ
Compton&scaZering:&&&&
e +γ ↔ e +γ
&

‘Early’ Energy Release (z ≥ 50000
‘Early’ Energy Release (z ≥ 50000)
 µ-type spectral distortion
 µ-type spectral distortion

up-scattering
up-scattering
of photons
of photons

μctype&distorDon:&The&number&stays&same&but&modiﬁes&the&phase&space&distribuDon&
yctype&distorDons:&KinemaDcally&decouple&too,&so&it&just&adds&energy&shie&

f = [e(E−µ )/T −1]−1

e+/e−
annihilation
9

CMB

8

Blackbody
Photosphere

6

z=10

Khatri&Sunyaev’12

5
3

z=10

z=30

z=6

z=0

a
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Figure 1. Important events in the history of the CMB spectrum and anisotropy formation in big bang cosmology. Redshift range (2 × 106 ! z ! 105 ), where the energy injection would give rise to a Bose-Einstein
spectrum (µ-type distortion), is marked as µ. At much smaller redshifts (z " 104 ), any heating of CMB through
Compton scattering would create a y-type distortion. The spectrum in the intermediate redshift range would
not be a pure µ or y type but in between the two types.

Process
µ
The CMB (anisotropy and polarization) is at present the most−178
precise cosmological probe. The
electron-positron annihilation
10
CMB spectrum was created at z ! 2 × 106 , and this critical redshift defines
the blackbody surface for
BBN tritium decay
2 × 10−15
our Universe. Spatial fluctuations in the
temperature
of
the
CMB
were
imprinted much later, when the
BBN 7 Be decay
10−16
electron and protons recombined to form hydrogen atoms at z ≈ 1100.
This second boundary defines
WIMP dark matter annihilation 3 × 10−9 fγ 10GeV
mWIMP in the photon visibility
the well known last scattering surface, the structure of which−8is encoded
−9
Silk
damping and physics at10the −last
10scattering
anisotropies
surface have been
function [first studied by 7]. The
cooling[8]
of and
matter
and solutions [9, 10] have been available for
numerical
very well studied and Adiabatic
accurate analytic
−9
Bose-Einstein
condensation
−2.7
×
10
some time, motivated by the precise experiments such as WMAP [6] and Planck [11].
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Fig. 1. µ-type and y-type distortions. The red (dashed) and green (dotted) lines represent µ-type distortions
with a negative and positive chemical potential, respectively. The blue (dot-dashed) line is for the y-type distortion. For comparison, the blackbody spectrum with the same temperature is plotted as the black (solid) line.
The thin lines show the spectra in the Bose–Einstein distributions with constant chemical potentials.

where ρBB (Te ) and n BB (Te ) are the energy and number densities in the blackbody distribution with
the temperature Te . In these equations, ψ and φ represent the corrections of the Bose–Einstein
distribution from the blackbody spectrum. In the limit of µ ≪ 1, these are given by

Khatri&Sunyaev’12

The blackbody spectrum,
once created
at high
redshifts
example
thecosmological
time of electronTable 1. Census
of energy
release
and µ (for
distortions
inbefore
standard
model. The negative distortion
adiabatic by
cooling
of matterexpansion
is shown in
positron annihilation),from
is preserved
the adiabatic
of red.
the Universe at all subsequent times.
However, if there is energy release at lower redshifts , for example by particle decay and annihilation
or Silk damping, it will distort the CMB spectrum
Processaway from the Planck form. In thisy case, Zeldovich
spectrum
and Sunyaev [12] first demonstrated that bremsstrahlung alone cannot recreate blackbody
WIMP dark matter annihilation
6 × 10−10 fγ 10GeV
mWIMP of evountil very high redshifts, almost up to the time of electron-positron annihilation. −8
The problem
Silk damping
10 − 10−9
lution of the CMB spectrum through the blackbody surface, in the presence of heating, was solved
Adiabatic cooling of matter and
analytically by [13] including the processes of comptonization and emission and absorption
of phoBose-Einstein condensation
−6 × 10−10
tons with special emphasis on bremsstrahlung. Comptonization is the process of −7
redistribution of
Reionization
10
photons over frequency, resulting from the Doppler and recoil eﬀects of Compton scattering
of phoMixing
blackbodies:
CMB
ℓ ≥ 2 cross
multipoles
8 × has
10−10
the double
Compton
section [15, 16]
a dependence
tons on thermal electrons
[14].ofSince
also allowed
on frequency similarTable
to bremsstrahlung,
the solution
and Zeldovich
2. Census of energy
release of
andSunyaev
y distortions
in standard[13]
cosmological
model. We also give the value
inclusion of double Compton
emission and
absorption,
is of
dominant
overwhen
bremsstrahlung
in CMB
a
of y-type distortion
expected
from thewhich
mixing
blackbodies
averaging our
sky [53]. The negative
low baryon density Universe
ours andcooling
was firstofconsidered
by [17].
Double
Compton
emis-is clearly dominated by the
distortionsuch
fromasadiabatic
matter is shown
in red.
y type
distortion
during and
after reionization,
from the
intergalactic
mediumjust
andas
clusters of galaxies, and the
sion or absorption iscontributions,
just the first radiative
correction
to the process
of Compton
scattering
early Universe contributions are diﬃcult to constrain.

and

ψ (µ) = 1 − 3

I2
µ,
I3

(23)

φ (µ) = 1 − 2

I1
µ,
I2

(24)

SuyaevecZel’dovich&eﬀect&

where In is defined as

!

• Inverse&Compton&scaZering:&energy&transfer&from&
hot&electrons(107c108K)&to&cool&photons(3K)&
&

xn
= n!ζ (n + 1).
(25)
ex − 1
Taking into account the conservation of the energy and the number densities before and after the
kinetic equilibrium, we obtain
#
"
δργ
ρBE = ρBB (Ti ) 1 +
,
(26)
ργ
and
#
"
δn γ
.
(27)
n BE = n BB (Ti ) 1 +
nγ
Using Eqs. (21) and (22), we can solve Eqs. (26) and (27) for the chemical potential µ. Up to the
first order of µ, δργ /ργ and δn γ /n γ , we obtain
#
"
#
"
δργ
δn γ
I2 −1
I1
3
,
(28)
−9
−4
µ = 8
I2
I3
ργ
nγ
In ≡

dx

&

where 8 I1 / I2 − 9 I2 / I3 is roughly 2.143. The resultant chemical potential depends on the total
number and energy densities of the injected photons, and is independent of these spectra.
Equation (28) shows that, when the injection is parametrized by only energy density with zero
number density of injected photons, the chemical potential is positive. This is because the energy

&

spectral distortions from adiabatic initial conditions, and constraints from the future experiments on
–2–

7/27

initial power spectrum
spectral
index−5
and
its running.
µ <
9 ×10
(95%CL),
y < 1.2 ×10 −5 (95%CL)
Current&limits
5.6 Bose-Einstein condensation of CMB

After the epoch of electron-positron annihilation, electrons and baryons are non-relativistic and cool
adiabatically (with adiabatic index 5/3) as a result of the expansion of the Universe, T e ∝ (1 + z)2 .
Radiation (photons) has adiabatic
index 4/3 and cools slower than baryons, T γ ∝ (1 + z) [2]. CompKenji&Kadota(CTPU,&IBS)
Summer&School&Cosmology&Lectures&
tonization however is very eﬃcient before recombination and eﬃciently transfer energy from photons to electrons/baryons, keeping them at same temperature as photons. This cooling of CMB
[23], along with thermalization from comptonization, results in Bose-Einstein condensation of CMB
[26]. The photons thus move from high to low frequencies where they are eﬃciently destroyed by
bremsstrahlung (and at high redshifts also by double Compton scattering). Since the amount of cooling is small, linear theory for small distortions applies. The resulting distortions have the same shape
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Planck: designed for SZ detection

SZ Frequency dependence on stacks of clusters from Planck

30GHz

44GHz

70GHz

100GHz

143GHz

217GHz

353GHz

545GHz

857GHz

CMB photon

Electron

Scattered photon
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Blind and simultaneous measurement of
“positive” and “negative” SZ effect
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FIG. 8. Power spectrum of the SZ e↵ect for each model in the RJ regime, as derived from the simulations. The approximate
range of confidence (200 < l < 2000) is highlighted by thicker lines. The power spectra outside of this range should be taken
as lower limits. For comparison, the primary CMB power spectrum is shown for the SCDM model. The 1 uncertainty for the
94GHz map channel is shown, for a band average of l = 10. The power spectrum for the residual discrete sources (> 2Jy) for
Kenji&Kadota(CTPU,&IBS)&
the 94 GHz MAP channel is also shown.Summer&School&Cosmology&Lectures&&
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e.g.&Planck:&A&sample&of&186&&
galaxy&clusters&of&S/N>7.&
A&A proofs: manuscript no. szcosmo2014
1227&clusters&candidates&
(683&previously&known,&&
dance of clusters and its evolution are sensitive to the cosmic
matter density, ⌦m , and the present amplitude of density fluctua178&new&clusters,&366&candidates)&

Scaling relationtions, characterised by
1

8 , the rms linear overdensity in spheres

radius
8h Mpc. The primary cosmic microwave background
Subsample for scaling YszcMx&&
& of(CMB)
anisotropies, on the other hand, reflect the density pertur-

Subsample of 71 clusters in the cosmo-sample with
XMM-Newton data
Ysz measured from the Planck data at X-ray size &
position
YX “measured” from X-ray data
[YX →MX and YX →YSZ ] → YSZ - MX
Kenji&Kadota(CTPU,&IBS)
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Ratio between observed mass and true mass from
numerical simulation b

bation power spectrum at the time of recombination. This di↵erence is important because a comparison of the two tests the evolution of density perturbations from recombination until today,
enabling us to look for possible extensions to the base ⇤CDM
model, such as non-minimal neutrino masses or non-zero curvature.
Launched on 14 May 2009, Planck scanned the entire sky
twice a year from 12 August 2009 to 23 October 2013 at angular
resolutions from 330 to 50 with two instruments: the Low Frequency Instrument (LFI; Bersanelli et al. 2010; Mennella et al.
2011), covering bands centred at 30, 44, and 70 GHz, and the
High Frequency Instrument (HFI; Lamarre et al. 2010; Planck
SZTeam
signal
from bands
sims
vs atPlanck
HFI Core
2011), covering
centred
100, 143, 217, Fig. 1: Mass-redshift distribution of the 1502.01597&
Planck cosmological
Summer&School&Cosmology&Lectures&
353, Kenji&Kadota(CTPU,&IBS)
545, and 857 GHz.
samples colour-coded by their signal-to-noise, q. The baseline
A initial set of cosmology results appeared in 2013 based MMF3 2015 cosmological sample is shown as the small filled
on the first 15.5 months of data (Planck Collaboration I 2014), circles. Objects which were in the MMF3 2013 cosmological
including cosmological constraints from the redshift distribu- sample are marked by crosses, while those in the 2015 intertion of 189 galaxy clusters detected at signal-to-noise (SNR) section sample are shown as open circles. The final samples are

E and
modescurl-free, “E-mode”
DensityB
perturbations:

we call
spin-2
decom

Gravity waves: curl, “B-mode”

CMB&and&BAO&
&
1. CMB&big&picture&

PolarizaDon

Two flavors of CMB polarization:

E-mode

Density perturbations: curl-free,
“E-mode”
(“gradient-like”)
Gravity waves: curl, “B-mode”

2.&&&CMB&features&&
&&&&&&&(SW&plateau,&AcousDc&oscillaDons,&Silk&damping)&
&
3.&&&&Phase&coherence&

Ecmode&(curlcfree,&even&under&parDy)

•

field into two components which
scatter
we call E and B modes. This is the
spin-2 analog of the gradient/curl
• Additio
decomposition of a vector field.
by vort
recomb
E modes are generated by density
Bcmode&(curl,&odd&under&parityu)
(scalar)
perturbations via Thomson
• B mode
scattering.
waves
scatter
Additional vector modes are created
lensing
by vortical motion of the matter at
into B m
recombination - this is small
to us) l

Figure 1.4: Thomson scattering of radiation with a quadrupole anisotropy generating polarization (thick lines represent hot and thin lines cold radiation) [18].

E-mode

4. CMB&spectral&distorDon&

and cold regions could meet to be scattered by the same free electron, the scattered radiation was polarized. This photon di↵usion into regions of di↵erent temperatures was possible
only when the plasma became optically thin enough during hydrogen formation. Also, these
di↵used photons could scatter only while there were still free electrons left. Thus, polarized
radiation could be produced only during a short period near the end of decoupling. Only
about 10% of the CMB radiation is therefore polarized.
Free electrons at di↵erent locations would result in di↵erent polarization orientations and
magnitudes. As observed today, the CMB polarization varies across the sky. The quadrupole
anisotropies at decoupling are projected into CMB polarization pattern. Since photons could
not travel too far, polarization does not vary much across very large angular scales.
The quadrupole anisotropy, which produced CMB polarization, could arise from 3 types
of perturbations (Figure 1.5):

B-mode

(“gradient-like”)

(“curl-like”)

5. CMB&PolarizaDon&

• B modes are generated by gravity

B-mode

(“curl-like”)

Summer&School&Cosmology&Lectures&

•

- Scalar: Energy density fluctuations in the plasma (resulting in hotter and colder regions) cause velocity distributions that are out of phase with the acoustic density mode.
The fluid velocity from hot to colder regions causes blueshift of the photons, resulting
in quadrupole anisotropy.

6. MaZer&power&spectrum&and&Baryon&AcousDc&OscillaDons&

Kenji&Kadota(CTPU,&IBS)

• E mode
• We can break down the polarization
(scalar)
10

waves (tensor perturbations) at last

- Vector: Vorticity in the plasma induced by defects or strings cause Doppler shifts
resulting in the quadrupole lobes in the figure. However, vorticity would have been
damped by inflation and is expected to be negligible.

Observational Cosmology
Scalar&perturbaDon&is&parity&even,&leading&to&only&E&modes,&
scattering
ororthogonal
by gravitational
- Tensor: Gravitational waves stretch
and squeeze space in
directions (as
shown by the test circles in the figure). This also stretches the wavelength of radiaTensor&perturbaDons&can&produce&both&E&and&B&modes

lensing (which transforms E modes
into B modes along the line of sight
to us) later on.

tion, therefore creating quadrupole variation in the incoming radiation temperature.
Gravitational waves from inflation would be a tensor perturbation.

Kenji&Kadota(CTPU,&IBS)

Observational Cosmology
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dσ t hom son
∝ εˆ • εˆ '
dΩ
Incoming&quadrupole&radiaDon&

monopole&
Kenji&Kadota(CTPU,&IBS)&
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(ﬁgures&from&&
ScoZ&Dodelson)&

dipole&
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B&mode

Polarization power spectra
E & B modes have different reflection
properties (“parities”):

TT
Tensors
TE
EE

Parity: (-1)l for E and (-1)l+1 for B

BB for r=0.5
Lensing

The cross-correlation between
B and E or B and T vanishes
(unless
there
are
parityviolating interactions), because
B has opposite parity to T or E.

BB for r=10-4

Lectures 4+5 (K. Basu):

CMB

theory and experiments

88

TB,&EB&vanishes&because&of&the&opposite&parity&
NegaDve&TE&cross&correlaDon&due&to&opposite&phase&

r = T/S: Tensor to scaler ratio,
generated by the primordial
gravity waves at last scattering

We are therefore left with
fundamental observables.

l(l + 1)CB / 2 π = 0.024(Einf / 1016 GeV )µ K

Observational Cosmology
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FIG. 2. Single- and cross-frequency spectra between BICEP2/Keck maps at 150 GHz and Planck maps at 353 GHz. The left
column shows single-frequency spectra of the BICEP2, Keck Array and combined BICEP2/Keck maps. The BICEP2 spectra
are identical to those in BK-I, while the Keck Array and combined are as given in BK-V. The center column shows crossfrequency spectra between BICEP2/Keck maps and Planck 353 GHz maps. The right column shows Planck 353 GHz data-split
cross-spectra. In all cases the error bars are the standard deviations of lensed-⇤CDM+noise simulations and hence contain no
sample variance on any other component. For EE and BB the 2 and
(sum of deviations) versus lensed-⇤CDM for the nine
bandpowers shown is marked at upper/lower left (for the combined BICEP2/Keck points and DS1⇥DS2). In the bottom row
(for BB) the center and right panels have a scaling applied such that signal from dust with the fiducial frequency spectrum
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Let us briefly summarize the status of our five power
spectrum probes in Fig. 3. Gravitational lensing uses
photons from distant galaxies as test particles to measure the metric fluctuations caused by intervening matter, as manifested by distorted images of distant objects.
The first measurements of P (k, z) with this “weak lensing” technique [54] were reported in 2000 [55–60]. 3D
mapping of the universe with galaxy redshift surveys
oﬀers another window on the cosmic matter distribution, through its gravitational eﬀects on galaxy clustering. This field is currently being transformed by the 2
degree Field (2dF) survey and the Sloan Digital Sky Survey, which will jointly map more than 106 galaxies, and
complementary surveys will map high redshifts and the
evolution of clustering. Additional information can be
extracted from galaxy velocities [69]. The abundance of
galaxy clusters at diﬀerent epochs, as probed by optical, x-ray, CMB or gravitational lensing surveys, is a sensitive probe of P (k, z) on smaller scales [70–72] and the
a b
ab
a
b
P
LyαF oﬀers a new and exciting probe of matter clusterThe CMB sky with Planck E↵ect of Neff and
m⌫ on the CMB Planck results Conclusions
ing on still smaller scales when the universe was merely
10-20% of its present age [52,73,74,66]. CMB experiIts Fourier transform is the Power spectrum
ments probe P (k, z) through a variety of eﬀects as far
back as to redshifts z > 103 [75,76]. The MAP satellite
P(k) = d 3rξ (r)eik⋅r
will publicly release CMB temperature measurements of
unprecedented quality in December 2002 [6], and two new
representing the spread, or the variance, in the distribution.
promising CMB fronts are opening up — CMB polarization (still undetected) and CMB fluctuations on tiny
δ (k)δ (k #) = P(k)δ 3 (k - k #)
FIG. 4.
Measurements of the current (z = 0) power spec(arcminute) angular scales.
trum of density fluctuations computed as described in [63],
There is a rich literature on how
all
these
complemenξ (r
)=
δ (x
)δ (x + r )
assuming the matter budget of [19] and reionization at z = 8.
tary probes can be combined to break each others’ degenThe CMB measurements combine the information from all
ρ−ρ
eracies and independently measure
matter
budget,
e.g.the
Matter
density
fluctuation: in terms of the density contrast: δ =
experiments to date as in [63]. LSS points are from a recent
ρ
the primordial power spectrum and galaxy formation deanalysis [64] of the 3D distribution of 2dF galaxies [11], and
tails [45,46,68,77,78], so I will merely give a few examples
T −T
correcting them for bias shifts them vertically (b = 1.3 asTemperature fluctuation in terms of the temperature: δ =
here. The power spectra measured by CMB, LSS, lensing
sumed here) and should perhaps blue-tilt them slightly. The
T
and LyαF are the product of the three terms: (i) the pricluster error bars reflect the spread in the literature. The
n−n
Galaxy
distribution
lensing points are based on [65]. The LyαF points are from
mordial power spectrum, (ii) a so-called
transfer
functionin terms of the number density: δ =
n
a reanalysis [66] of [52] and have an overall calibration uncerquantifying the subsequent fluctuation growth, and (iii)
tainty around 17%. The curve shows the concordance model
(for LSS and LyαF only) a so called bias factor accountof [19].
ing for the fact that the measured galaxies/gas clouds
may cluster diﬀerently than the underlying matter.
Although the mere existence of a concordance model
Disentangling
bias
and
systematic
errors:
1
2
n
is a striking success, inferences about things like the exGalaxy bias has now been directly measured from data
pansion history, the matter budget and the early uniand found to be of order unity for typical 2dF galaxies
verse involve many assumptions — about the nature of
[51,67], and LyαF bias may be computable
with
1
2
n hydro~ )temperadark energy andSummer&School&Cosmology&Lectures&
dark matter (e.g.,maps
interactions,
) C` (⌦)
LP lanck (C` , dynamics
)
Kenji&Kadota(CTPU,&IBS)
Kenji&Kadota(CTPU,&IBS)
Summer&School&Cosmology&Lectures&
simulations [52,74,66]. Although
CMB, LSS,
ture, pressure, sound speed, viscosity [68]), about gravity,
lensing
and
LyαF
each
comes
with
caveats
of
their
own,
~and
cosmological
parameters,
: nuisances)[⇠
40
params]
about galaxy formation,(⌦:
so on. Since
the avalanche
their substantial overlap (Fig. 3) should allow disagreeof new cosmology data is showing no sign of slowing
ments between data sets to be distinguished from disCMB and LSS observations, in good agreement with
LyαF [18,52,53], lensing [54–60] and SN Ia [27,28]. The
seed fluctuations created in the early universe are consistent with the inflation prediction of a simple power law
P (k, z) ∝ k n early on, with n = 0.9 ± 0.1 [18,19]. Galaxy
formation appears to have heated and reionized the universe not too long before redshift z = 6 based on the
LyαF [61,62].

Reminder:&&Twocpoint&correlaDon&funcDon&and&power&spectrum.&

Two point correlation function ξ

dVa

represenDng&the&excess&in&the&joint&probability.&
&
& Joint&probability&of&ﬁnding&a&pair&of&object&&
with&a&separaDon&r&

r

P(k) : LSS

C(l ) : CMB

P(r) = n n [1+ ξ (r)]dV dV

dVb

l(l+1)Cl/2π

From data to parameters estimation

∫

For&the&Gaussian&staDsDcs,&two&point&correlaDons&are&all&we&&need:&

δ (k )δ (k )...δ (k ) = 0 for odd n

δ (k )δ (k )...δ (k ) in terms of P(k) for even n (Wick's theorem)

l ~ π/θ

Cosmological constraints on neutrinos with Planck data

6

Boston, 6th June 2014

Free&streaming&scale

c&Exercise:&&What&are&the&eﬀects&of&the&neutrinos&on&maZer&power&spectrum?&

Free&streaming&length&(c.f.&Kolb&and&Turner)
t0

λ ≡ a(t 0 )

∫

tdec

t0
dtv(t ) / a(t ) = a(t 0 )a(t dec )v(t dec ) ∫ dt1 / a 2 (t )
tdec

a ~ t 1/2 , a ~ t 2/3
v(t dec ) ~

Kenji&Kadota(CTPU,&IBS)&
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T (t dec ) / m
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Massive neutrinos
Massive&Neutrino&eﬀects&on&Large&Scale&Structure&(c.f.&Lesgourgues&Pastor&06)
k×[Amplitude of gravitational potential]^2

At small scales, the density
fluctuations of neutrinos do not grow,
because of their velocity dispersion

mν

∑𝑚 = 0.0 eV
∑𝑚 = 1.0 eV

Structure formation with suppressed perturbations
<1 kev DM

Massive neutrinos do not contribute3to
CDM
the gravitational
clustering, and the
gravitational potential becomes weak

>1 kev DM

ρ−ρ
ρ
P ~ δδ

δ ≡

About 5% per ∑ mν of 0.5eV

(for details, see, e.g., Lesgourgues & Pastor’13)
!
$
mν
k fs ~ 0.015 / Mpc #
&
" 0.05eV %

Schneider&1412.2133

Figure 1. Linear dimensionless power spectrum
(k) = k 3 P (k)/2⇡ 2 of the dark matter scenarios ( ) investigated in this paper. Left
panel:
pure CDM (black), WDM (red) Summer&School&Cosmology&Lectures&
and various MDM models (blue, magenta, green) at redshift 50, where f = ⌦WDM /(⌦CDM +
Kenji&Kadota(CTPU,&IBS)
⌦WDM ). Middle Panel: pure CDM (black) and di↵erent WDM models (cyan, purple, pink) at redshift 100. Right Panel: pure CDM
(black) and two WIMP-DM scenarios (brown, orange) at redshift 300.

magnitude in scale, rather than the steep cuto↵ known from
WDM. The e↵ect is illustrated in the left panel of Fig. 1,
where we plot the dimensionless power spectra of di↵erent
mixed DM (MDM) scenarios (consisting of a CDM part and
a thermal WDM part with m = 0.25 keV) with increasing
fraction f = ⌦WDM /(⌦CDM + ⌦WDM ).
The concept of MDM is neither new nor particularly
exotic. In fact, it is clear that there must be more than one
DM component, since neutrons are known to have non-zero
mass. However, both the neutrino masses and their abundance are small, leading to an evenly damped power spectrum at relevant scales (i.e k > 0.1 h/Mpc), very similar to
the case of pure CDM with low sigma-8 normalisation (Viel
et al. 2010).
Instead of two (or more) distinct particles acting as DM
components, MDM-like compositions can also arise due to
multi-channel DM production in the early Universe, yielding
momentum distributions that mimic the case of several DM
components. Prime example is again the sterile neutrino,
which can be produced via resonant oscillations with active
neutrinos (Shi & Fuller 1999), where some subdominant part
is always produced out of resonance, leading to particle momenta from two overlapping distributions (Boyarsky et al.
2009). The e↵ect can be even stronger if the sterile neutrinos with nonzero mixing angle are produced via the decay of
heavy scalars, yielding a momentum distribution with two
distinct peaks (Merle & Schneider 2014).

CMB&and&BAO&
&
1. CMB&big&picture&

δ

1−3 fν /5

∝a
( fν ≡
ΔP
Ων
~ −8
Kenji&Kadota(CTPU,&IBS)&
P
Ωm

come non-relativistic very early, which leads to extremely
The BAO
small suppression scales. Depending on the parameters of
the model, the mass scale of WIMP DM suppression is expected to lie between roughly 10 9 M /h and 102 M /h
(Profumo et al. 2005).
In the right panel of Fig. 1 we plot the power spectra
of neutralino DM (nDM) with a mass of m = 100 (brown
line) and m = 215 GeV (orange line) and corresponding
decoupling temperatures of Tdk = 28 MeV and Tdk = 33
MeV. These spectra are again compared to the hypothetical
case of pure CDM (black line). The suppression of power in
WIMP scenarios happens at very high wave-numbers and
has an exponential shape, as shown by Green et al. (2005).
We will show later on that WIMP models of this kind lead
to a suppression at halo masses of about 10 6 M /h.

1
1+ z

Ων / Ωm )
(Hu
et al 1998)
Summer&School&Cosmology&Lectures&&

generation description

Baryon&AcousDc&OscillaDon

– 5 –

2.&&&CMB&features&&
&&&&&&&(SW&plateau,&AcousDc&oscillaDons,&Silk&damping)&
&
2.4
Other models with suppressed power
3.&&&&Phase&coherence&
There are many other DM candidates with di↵erent
4. CMB&spectral&distorDon&
5. CMB&PolarizaDon&

2.3

suppression scales, depending on their interaction and freestreaming properties. A non-exhaustive list of examples with
comparably strong suppression are interacting DM (Boehm
& Schae↵er 2005), decaying DM (Kaplinghat 2005), atomic
DM (Cyr-Racine & Sigurdson 2013) or ultra-light axion DM
(Marsh & Silk 2013).
It is also possible to obtain suppressed small-scale perturbations from e↵ects not related to dark matter. Inflation
could lead to a running of the spectral index, gradually reducing power on small scales (Kosowsky & Turner 1995), or
it could induce a strong cuto↵ similarly than in the case of
WDM (Kamionkowski & Liddle 2000).

6. MaZer&power&spectrum&and&Baryon&AcousDc&OscillaDons&

WIMP dark matter (nDM)

The most popular group of dark matter candidates are
weakly interacting massive particles (WIMP) with the neutralino as prime candidate. The popularity of WIMP DM
comes from the fact that such particles naturally appear in
supersymmetric extensions of the standard model, and that
they are produced via thermal freeze-out at roughly the right
amount to account for the observed DM abundance (this is
Kenji&Kadota(CTPU,&IBS)
Summer&School&Cosmology&Lectures&
usually referred to as the WIMP miracle, see Bertone et al.
2005, for a summary).
Because WIMPs are heavy (with particle masses in
the GeV or TeV scales) and weakly interacting, they bec 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000

3

NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

We run and analyse numerical simulations of di↵erent resolution with linear power spectra representing pure cold,
warm, mixed, and WIMP dark matter (DM) scenarios. The
initial conditions are generated from the linear power spectra illustrated in Fig. 1, selected to cover di↵erent scales of
power suppression as well as a variety of shapes from steep
cuto↵s to shallow decreases towards large wave-numbers.

Kenji&Kadota(CTPU,&IBS)
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Eisenstein,&Seo,&White

After 0.4Myr the sound wave has traveled 500 (comoving) Myr!
Physical distance is 500Mlyr/1100~0.45Mlyr which is coincidentaly
The BAO generation
close todescription
0.4 (sound
speed
is c/√3
but in an expanding background).
The BAO
generation
description
CDM “feel” the baryons and radiation through gravity
BAO gives us a standard distance with a co-moving value
rBAO~ 100 Mpc/h (rBAO= 146.8±1.8 Mpc)
can be measured in z and/or in angles. Can be

radial

used to constrain:

ang

c
dr(z) =
dz
- distance to ruler H(z) :
H(z)
- or parameters in ruler (Omega_M)

Kenji&Kadota(CTPU,&IBS)&
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dA (z) =

Summer&School&Cosmology&Lectures&&

hZp://www.skyandtelescope.com/&

cΔz BAO = rBAO H(z)

Δθ BAO =

Put&this&ruler&of&150&Mpc&(sound&horizon&size&at&LSS)&at&diﬀerent&&
redshies,&and&measure&the&subtended&angle.&&
BAO in SDSS-III BOSS galaxies
c>&We&can&map&out&the&distance,&and,&consequently&we&can&obtain&H(z)
d A = physical size of ruler/subtended angle
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Galaxy Redshift Surveys

e.g.SDSScIII&detects&BAO&precise&enough&to&make&1%&measurement&of&cosmological&distance.&
(Early&surveys&were&too&small.&CfA2&could&‘detect’&BAO&with&0.05&σ)
Many gigantic
galaxy redshift surveys for BAO and RSD
Early surveys too small

€

BAO scale

ξ (r) = δ (x)δ (x + r)

Completed: CfA2, 2dF, SDSS-II, WiggleZng − ng
Galaxy distribution in terms of the number density δ =

!

Ongoing: BOSS, VIPERS, FastSound
!

BAO scale

ng

SDSSIII,&Anderson&et&al&(2013)&

Amplitude depends on baryon frac
but position is fixed by sound hori
CfA2

CorrelaDon&funcDon

Future: HETDEX, SuMiRe PFS, DESI, Euclid

Complementary to imaging (photo-z) surveys

€
The&amplitude&depends&on&the&baryon&fracDon,&but&the&posiDon&is&ﬁxed&by&the&sound&horizon.&
c>&use&this&as&a&standard&ruler.&&
&
Kenji&Kadota(CTPU,&IBS)
Summer&School&Cosmology&Lectures&

!

CfA2 redshift survey (Geller & Huchra 1989)
Formally, this could “measure” BAO with a ~0.05σ detection

SDSS

surveys: DES, HSC, LSST etc...

!

designed for weak lensing
!

&

angular clustering is possible,
but little information on RSD
Kenji&Kadota(CTPU,&IBS)

Summer&School&Cosmology&Lectures&
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Figure 11. DR11 CMASS clustering measurements (black circles) with ⇠(s) shown in the left panels and P (k) in the right panels. The top panels show the
measurements prior to reconstruction and the bottom panels show the measurements after reconstruction. The solid lines show the best-fit BAO model in each
case. One can see that reconstruction has sharpened the acoustic feature considerably for both ⇠(s) and P (k).
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H(z)&from&BAO&helps!&Standard&ruler&for&cosmological&distance&measurement.&
&
Currently:&SDSS&1%&distance&measurement.&
4.0
Future:&DESI&(KiZ&Peak&4cm&telescope,&start~2018) 0.3%&distance&measurement.
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Fig.
21.
68%
and
95%
confidence
regions
on
one-parameter
extensions
of
the
base
⇤CDM
model
for
Planck+WP
low
redshift
fluctuation
(or
its
growth)→
break
even
with
21. 68% and
95% confidence
regions on one-parameter extensions of
the base ⇤CDM
model for Planck+WP
Kenji&Kadota(CTPU,&IBS)
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∑

Neff

Neff

(red)
(red) and
and
Planck+WP+BAO
(blue).
Horizontal
dashed
lines
correspond
to
the
fixed
base
model
parameter
value,
and
vertical
dashed
lines
nck+WP+BAO3.2(blue). Horizontal dashed lines correspond to the fixed base model parameter value, and vertical dashed !2lines
4
3.2
show
the
mean
posterior
value
in
the
base
model
for
Planck+WP.
w the mean posterior value in the base model for Planck+WP.
Pu|ng&all&together:&CMB&+&galaxy&survey&(including&BAO,&galaxy&weak&lensing,&galaxy&distribuDon)&
2.4

Current : Σmν < 0.17eV

2.4

CMB+BAO(arXiv:1502.01589)

•&Books&(classics):&

Future : σ (Σmν ) ~ 0.02eV
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Forecast sensitivity to Ne↵ and

0

0.0001
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m⌫

•&Did&not&cover&the&cosmic&perturbaDon&producDon&from&inﬂaDon&in&the&lectures:&
&
ParDcle&physics&models&of&inﬂaDon&and&the&cosmological&density&perturbaDon&&&

11
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0.01

0.24

David&H.&Lyth&and&Antonio&RioZo.&&Physics&Report&314&(1999)&
&
&
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!
Figure 3: The projected error for the total neutrino mass
mν as a function of the lightest neutrino
mass mν,min for the normal
(red)
and
inverted
(blue)
mass
hierarchy scenarios. The thick
solid curves
Abazajian&et&al&
!
representing the fiducial
mν for a given mν,min are obtained using the mass diﬀerence values from
1309.5383&
the neutrino oscillation data (given by Eq. 1). The filled curves represent the estimated
1-σ CL
regions from the information fully using the all observables (T , E, ψ, g, γ, g3D ), and
& we assume
the Planck experiment for CMB, the LSST survey for the galaxy clustering and the galaxy weak
&
lensing observables, and the Euclid survey for the 3-dimensional galaxy power spectrum.

&

0.015
0.000

&

!
Fig. 3 shows the predicted uncertainties in
mν as a function of the lightest neutrino mass
(note the mass splittings are fixed to be consistent with the oscillation data whose values are given by
Eq. (1)). Our future cosmological observables we have been discussing can probe the sum of neutrino
Kenji&Kadota(CTPU,&IBS)
masses and still
will not be sensitive enough to Summer&School&Cosmology&Lectures&
diﬀerentiate each neutrino mass. Even though the
neutrino eﬀects on the cosmological observables become bigger and hence a bigger total neutrino
Figure
4. results
The same
assmaller
Figure parameter
3, but showing
forecaststhe
in the
⌃m⌫ - N
e↵ plane for a model including the
mass
in the
uncertainties,
distinction
between
the normal and inverted
e↵ective number of neutrino species as a free parameter. A Stage-IV CMB experiment will not be able to
mass between
patterns the
becomes
harder
for avalue
suﬃciently
mν,min
to the
quasi-degenerate
mass
distinguish
standard
model
of Ne↵ large
= 3.046
and leading
the integer
value
of 3 at high statistical
significance,
a preference
for one
over
the other
at the
⇠ 2
level.
spectrabut
m1it∼will
m2 indicate
∼ m3 . On
the other hand,
the
smaller
neutrino
mass
leads
to the smaller eﬀects
on the matter power and consequently to a bigger uncertainties in the parameter estimations. We
fortunately find that the neutrino mass splitting values provided by the current oscillation data give
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